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Fragment size optimization with selection of best values of blast design variables is an important process in mine-mill 
fragmentation system to maximize the system performance. This calls for measurement and analysis of mean fragment size 
with respect to blast design parameters. Digital image analysis technique is the most accepted method for measurement of 
blasted fragment sizes and their distribution. For quick assessment of the fragment sizes, a new novel method based on the 
digital images extracted from a blast video is reported in this paper. Correction factor for the size of fragments, considering the 
face movement is also proposed. The method has been tested with the help of seven blast data sets. The proposed dynamic 
image analysis technique can not only be used in fragment size estimation but also to assess the time-progressive size reduction 
in a blast, which can help designing the delay timing. Further, a possibility to estimate the in-situ block size is also explored 
with this method. The images of blast fragmentation were extracted from their videos at an interval of 0.08 s. These images 
were analyzed later for measurement of mean fragment size at respective times. The fragment size of the complete muck 
generated by the blast was also measured and correlated well with the sizes achieved from video analysis. The analysis revealed 
that from 0.08 s to 0.56 s from the initiation of the blasts, the fragment size reduction progressed from 58% to 80% of the 
estimated in-situ rock block sizes. Significant effect of blast design variables and two firing patterns on the mean fragment size 
was also observed. The analysis suggested that V-type firing pattern provides finer fragment size in comparison to the diagonal 
firing pattern. The suggested method provides an easy yet fast way for the assessment of blast fragment size. 
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Symbols and Abbreviations 

Hb Bench height (m) B Burden (m) Be Effective burden (m) 
S Spacing (m) Se Effective spacing (m) ls Stemming length (m) 
k50 Mean fragment size (m) d Blasthole diameter(mm) q Specific charge (kg/m3) 
Q Explosive charge per hole (kg) FP Firing pattern q Specific charge 
k50

V

Mean fragment size obtained from 
video image analysis 

DIAT Digital image analysis 
technique 

k50B Overall mean fragment size 
obtained from blast 

kopt Optimum fragment size (all in m) k50C Corrected k50V 

Introduction 
Fragmentation is one of the most important 

concepts in explosives engineering. Blasting is the 
first step of the size reduction of the in-situ rock mass 
in mining and is followed by crushing and grinding 
operations and is a part of the Mine-Mill 
Fragmentation System (MMFS). Rock fragmentation 
by blasting is the first stage of the comminution 
process in mines and has the maximum leverage in 
the efficiency of a mining operation, as the output 
from a blast impacts every downstream operation.1 

The cost equations of different unit operations of the 
MMFS2 are conflicting in nature.3 Hence, cost 
minimization of the system cannot be achieved, and 
optimization is the only option. Since, the efficiency 
of these unit operations is directly related to the 
fragment size distribution of muck pile, the outcome 
of a good blasting operation leads to the 
productiveness of the next stages of mining, such as 
loading, hauling and crushing processes.4,5 
Accordingly, the efficiency of a blasting operation is 
determined by matching the fragment size achieved in 
blasting with the required one.  

Drilling and blasting cost in open pit mines 
constitutes around 15% to 20% of the total mining 
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cost.6–8 Apart from the direct costs, blasting efficiency 
also influences down the line mining costs, that 
account for 80–85% of the mining cost.2 The cost 
equation therefore requires a focus on achieving the 
optimum fragment size in blasting which in turn will 
result in optimum performance of the MMFS. The 
required specifications or optimum fragment size 
(kopt) are usually governed by the loading and hauling 
equipment, and importantly, the primary crushing 
units.9–11 

Optimum fragmentation from blasts results in 
reduced costs of both secondary fragmentation and 
transportation of the blasted rock, effective 
destressing of rock-burst prone area by creating 
fracture zone around the potential stress zone to 
relieve stress, improved environmental aspects as 
secondary blasting is eliminated. The adverse effect 
of such blasting i.e., high noise and flyrock are also 
eliminated, and reductions in energy consumption 
during crushing and grinding of the ore, as well as 
improved mineral recovery is achieved through the 
optimisation process. Controlling both fragmentation 
and the degree of blast induced damage are important 
aspects of the project design process in all open 
excavations, hard rock tunnelling and mining. Poor 
blasting practices are typified by excessive damage 
and over-break, oversize fragmentation, restricted 
access, increased local reinforcement requirements 
and increased project cycle times and costs. 
Achieving optimum fragment size not only results in 
best system performance, but is responsible for 
minimizing the side effects of blasting like ground 
vibration, air overpressure, dust, flyrock and 
overbreak.6 Therefore, it is essential to study the rock 
fragmentation by blasting with an aim to achieve the 
delicate balance between desired fracturing, 
fragmentation of rock and preventing failure of rock 
engineering structure under blast loads.12 

Methods to quantify the size distribution of 
fragmented rock after blasting are grouped as direct 
and indirect methods.13 A comprehensive detail on the 
blast fragment size measurement methods, tools, 
applications and drawbacks can be traced to Franklin 
and Katsabanis.14 Despite a bias towards the shape of 
fragments, sieve analysis of fragments is the only 
direct technique to measure their sizes. Although, 
being the most accurate technique among others, 
sieving is not feasible to measure blast fragmentation, 
because it is expensive, time consuming and involves 
rehandling of the muck. For this reason, indirect 
methods, which are observational, empirical and 
digital in nature have been developed.15–18  

Fragmentation is measured in terms of mean 
fragment size (k50) and its uniformity index (n) 
obtained through a Weibull distribution. However, 
there have been concerns regarding such distribution 
pertaining to the assessment of fines. There have been 
attempts to correct the bias through a new 
distribution.19 Empirical methods have been used to 
assess the degree of fragmentation20–22 with 
limitations of the rock characteristics i.e. Rock Mass 
Description (RMD), Joint Plane Spacing (JPS), Joint 
Plane Angle (JPA), Rock Density Index (RDI) and 
Hardness Factor (HF) that are quite subjective in 
nature and prone to human errors. Digital Image 
Analysis Technique (DIAT) is one of the most used 
and accepted method for blast induced fragmentation 
assessment, in current times23–28 and has been proven 
to be an effective tool for blast fragmentation 
optimization.  

In the assessment of blasting results, rapid analysis 
of muckpile fragmentation is important, so that the 
fragmentation and muck profile data is acquired and 
correlated with the productivity of the MMFS. Once 
the reliability of a blast design has been established, 
then the blast design can be termed as production 
pattern. Due to production demands, the muck 
generated by a blast is available for a short period at 
the site and a small time-window is available to take 
measurements of fragmentation. Once the mucking 
operation starts, there are feeble chances of getting 
proper data due to several operational reasons. This 
demands for a rapid fragmentation assessment 
method.29 Different image analysis systems like 
FragScan, Split, Fragalyst and WipFrag are currently 
in vogue for blast fragmentation analysis with their 
shortcomings.30 More recently some advanced 
methods of fragmentation assessment like Unmanned 
Arial Vehicles31, laser-based 3D measurement 
systems32 and autonomous methods have been 
introduced but their efficacy is not yet documented. 
However, the cost of the modern and advanced 
versions of DIAT systems will be a major constraint 
for their implementation. Some software(s) like 
Fragalyst have an option to find the in-situ block size 
of the rock using 3D joint analysis which can be used 
to work out the comminution index. 

Digital image analysis technique involves the 
following steps: 
1. Capturing of representative images of fragmented

rock with a known scale at various intervals of
mucking.
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2. Compilations of the images for different blasts
3. Importing of the images to a digital image

analysis software and,
a. Calibration of the images
b. Edge detection
c. Fragment size determination
d. Distribution fitting
e. Mean fragment size and uniformity index
f. Storing of data and further analysis

Keeping in view the shortcomings of the existing
fragmentation measurement methods, there is ample 
scope for innovations in this field. Accordingly, this 
study reports a new and innovative dynamic digital 
image analysis technique for rapid analysis of images 
extracted from videos of blasts monitored from front 
face. A case study of blast analysis is also provided to 
augment the concepts and establish the method. 

Methodology 
The complete methodology of monitoring and 

analysis of DIAT is provided in Fig. 1. The following 
steps are involved in the said method: 
1. Measurement of blast design variables. This

included measurement of bench height at several
places along with burden, spacing, stemming,
bench height, specific charge, maximum charge
per delay, total charge per hole.

2. Tests for checking of error of scale due to
movement of broken rock during blasting. A
complete description of the method is provided in
the following section.

3. Monitoring of video of all the blasts from a
distance while focussing on the bench being
blasted and keeping the zoom of the camera
constant.

4. Derivation of the mean fragment size (k50V) using
Fragalyst software of images captured from blast
video, and the mean fragment size of the actual
blast (k50B) at different stages of mucking
operation using Fragalyst software.

5. Correcting the k50V with the correction function
due to movement of the muck towards the
camera, thus yielding the corrected mean
fragment size (k50C).

6. Detailed analysis of the data obtained in terms of
relationships of:

a. Mean fragment size (k50C) vs. blast design
variables and their ratios.

b. Correlation of fragment size obtained from video
(k50V) and that of the actual blast (k50B).

c. Correlation of fragment size in ‘diagonal’ and ‘V’
type firing patterns.

Correction for Movement of Face Being Blasted 

In this study, the camera was in a fixed position 
with a fixed zoom. However, movement of the blast 
face or fragmented rock towards the camera creates 
scaling errors. This was resolved by determining the 
error with the help of an experimental setup (Fig. 2) 
as explained below: 

Fig. 1 — Methodology adopted for determination of blast fragmentation and correlations 

Fig. 2 — Experimental setup for scale correction of the images
driven from blast video 
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1. The camera was fixed at a known distance from
two calibrators or scales of same size.

2. Considering the throw of the broken rock during
blasting i.e., around 20 m, a setup was designed to
capture the error due to the movement of the
muck observed through images. Accordingly, one
of the calibrators was kept fixed and the other one
was moved in steps of 2 m up to 20 m towards the
camera. In this manner 10 images, with both
moving and fixed calibrators visible, were
obtained.

3. The images were imported into Fragalyst software
wherein the images were calibrated with the help
of the fixed scale. Measurements of the size of
both the fixed scale and moving scale were taken
with the help of a mensuration tool available in
the said software. Ratios of the actual and
measured distances of the scales were thus
registered (Table 1). The throw of the blast was
measured and the time steps involved were
recalculated for estimating the distance of
movement in each frame of the video of the blast.
This allowed to calculate the scale effect
(Table 1) due to movement of the material
towards the camera.

4. The data presented in Table 1 was analysed and
revealed the following correction function (Eq. 1)
for the movement with distance (Fig. 3) for the
camera used in the study.= 0.0349 + 1.0491 ... 1 

where, Es is the scale effect for object moving towards 
the camera and d is the distance of the object with 
respect to original position i.e., bench or zero 
position. 

Accordingly, the fragment sizes obtained from the 
blast face images, extracted from the video, were 
corrected for the scale effects using correction 
function (Eq. 1) to yield (k50C). 

Area of Study 

The study was conducted in a limestone mine near 
Jaipur, India. The data pertaining to different aspects 
of the mine is compiled in Table 2. 

Several blasts were conducted in the above said 
mines out of which seven full-scale blasts were used 
to achieve the objectives of this study. Further testing 
of the method is also proposed in the future studies. 
The design variables like burden, spacing and 
stemming, bench height, specific charge, maximum 

Table 1 — Test data of correction for movement of the blast face 

Distance  
(m) 

Actual 
object size (m) 

Moving object size (m), 
Measured 

Scale  
effect 

0 2.5 2.5 1.00
2 2.5 2.98 1.19
4 2.5 2.89 1.16
6 2.5 3.17 1.27
8 2.5 3.27 1.31

10 2.5 3.56 1.42
12 2.5 3.66 1.46
14 2.5 3.79 1.52
16 2.5 4.17 1.67
18 2.5 4.12 1.65
20 2.5 4.33 1.73

Table 2 — Details of the study site 

Sl. 
No. 

Component Value/description 

1  Geology The Ajabgarh Series of the Precambrian 
Delhi Super Group 

2  Topography Partly as flat ground and partly hilly 
terrain with a relief of about 75 m 

3  Lithology Limestone, dolomite, dolomitic 
limestone and calc-argillaceous rocks 

4  General strike 
direction 

NE-SW with variable dip ranging from   
44–70° due east 

5  Compressive 
strength of 
limestone 

80 to 110 MPa 

6  Production  6 million tonnes per year 
7  Explosive Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil with shock 

tube initiation system with density being 
800 kg/cm3 and average velocity of the 
detonation of 3700 m/s 

8  Firing Shock tube system anddelaysequencing 
of 17 ms, 25 msand 42 ms 

9  Blast pattern Staggered 
10  Loading 

operation 
Front-end loader, shovel and backhoe 

11  Hauling 55 tonne rear dump trucks 
12  Bench height Up to 10 m 
13  Burden, spacing, 

stemming, drill 
diameter 

3.0 m, 3.5 m, 2.5 m,  
115 mm, respectively 

Fig. 3 — Assessment of scale effect due to movement of blast 
face and rock breakage  
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charge per delay and total explosive per hole were 
monitored for such blasts. The explosive was 
maintained the same for similarity of the design. A 
high-resolution camera (Make-Nikon, Model – 
COOLPIX P520, with 42X optical zoom, pixel-18 M, 
Video – 25 fps) was used to capture entire blast event 
from the front of the blast from a known distance. The 
zoom of the video, while monitoring the blast event, 
was kept constant to avoid scaling errors. The videos 
of blasts were then processed to extract frames of the 
blast event at fixed intervals of 0.08 s. All frames that 
showed proper fragments without obliteration of 
edges and blur were extracted from the video 
captured, processed and stored for analysis. An 
example of such a method is shown in Fig. 4. Throw 
of the blast was also recorded at the blast sites and 
used for correction of fragmentation at later stages of 
the analysis. 

The selected frames of all the seven blasts were 
imported to Fragalyst software. Fragalyst is an image 
analysis system developed by CSIR-CIMFR (India). 
The images of blasts face and fragmented material 
can be imported into the software, calibrated, 
enhanced and for determination of in situ and blast 
fragmentation distributions. With the aid of menu-
driven software, it is possible to determine the area, 
size and shape of the fragments in a muck pile. The 
images of fragments obtained from videos of blasts of 
seven blasts were processed for edge detection and 
finally for the determination of mean fragment size 
(k50). The k50 with progressive time was compiled for 
all the blasts. The data of k50 up to around 1.0 s could 
be processed and showed that there is no further 
decrease in fragment size beyond 0.56 s. Accordingly, 
the fragmentation data of all the blasts up to 0.56 s 
was analysed and is presented here. 

In addition, the regular and standard method of 
determination of mean fragment size (k50B) as 
mentioned earlier was also conducted for all the 
blasts. This involved analysis of 25 to 30 images of 

the complete muck taken at different intervals. This 
was later used for checking the correlation between 
the dynamic or video method (k50C) and the 
fragmentation of the complete muck (k50B). 

Results and Discussion 
Summary of the data generated thus is presented in 

Table 3. The k50C presented in the table indicates the 
mean fragment size at 0.56 s. 

Analysis of Fragmentation with Time 

The fragmentation data of all the blasts with 
progressive time was obtained from the images taken 
at various stages of blast (Table 3) till the 

Fig. 4 — Frames of blasting captured at various points during
time progression: (a) first breakage visible, (b) 0.08 s, (c) frame
0.16 s, (d) frame 0.32 s, (e) frame 0.48 s, (f) frame 0.56 s 

Table 3 — Summary of the data generated 

Blast No. Hb B S ls Q FP q k50C k50B 

m m m m kg kg/m3 m m
1 8 2.75 3.8 2.7 45 1 0.54 0.56 0.32
2 10 3.00 4.0 2.8 61 1 0.51 0.58 0.28
3 8 2.75 3.9 2.8 44 1 0.52 0.58 0.3
4 8 3.00 4.0 2.8 44 1 0.46 0.86 0.4
5 8 2.40 3.9 2.6 46 2 0.61 0.52 0.18
6 8 2.50 3.8 2.7 45 2 0.59 0.45 0.25
7 8 2.50 3.8 2.4 48 2 0.63 0.36 0.16

Legend: Hb is bench height, B is burden, S is spacing, ls is stemming length, Q is explosive charge per hole, FP is firing pattern
(1 is diagonal and 2 is ‘V’ type), q is specific charge, k50V is mean fragment size obtained from video images and k50C is corrected mean 
fragment size using Eq. 1, k50B is mean fragment size obtained from the blast 
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fragmentation was not further reduced, and the 
images were clear and not obliterated as shown in Fig. 
4. The analysis of fragment size reduction from 0.08 s 
to 0.56 s for all the blasts is provided in Fig. 5 (a to g). 
The combined analysis of all the blasts is shown in 
Fig. 5(h). As explained later, the fragment sizes got 
reduced with time owing to combination of extension 
of earlier cracks or generation of fresh cracks by 

pressurized gas action. It may be noticed that the k50C 

vs. time correlation yield very high R2ranging from 
0.91 to 0.98. 

It can be seen from above Fig. 5 (a to h) that the 
fragment sizes reduced in a logarithmic manner with 
progression of time. The analysis revealed that there 
is no further fragmentation beyond 0.56 s from the 
point when initial breakage is recorded in the blast or 

 
 

Fig. 5 — (a) k50C vs time for blast 01, (b) k50C vs time for blast 02, (c) k50C vs time for blast 03, (d) k50C vs time for blast 04, (e) k50C vs 
time for blast 05, (f) k50C vs time for blast 06, (g) k50C vs time for blast 07, (h) k50C vs time for all blasts 
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the initiation of the fragmentation. The slopes of 
trends for all the blasts are similar in nature with 
variation in intercept that can be ascribed to variations 
in the in-situ block sizes and other variations in rock 
properties. 

The correlation of k50C vs time (Fig. 5 (a to g) of 
blasts 1 to 7, respectively), show strong relationship 
with time. The observation is important from 
fragmentation point of view as the fragment size 
reduces progressively with time in relation to initial 
breakage and reveals that there is significant breakage 
owing to action of gases in the process during the 
movement of muck. Registration of initial breakage 
on surface with the movement of the fragments is 
critical to the analysis as it represents the completion 
of breakage due to initial shock due to explosive 
loading.33 

The percentage reduction of fragment size with 
time (Fig. 6) as a function of in-situ block size 
calculated from back calculation yields important 
information about the blast process and can be used to 
have a balance in explosive energetics and needs to be 
seen through further tests. 

It can be observed that the data of all the blasts 
analysed over time shows similar trend, thereby 
confirming the method. Further controls on firing 
timing and velocity of detonation of the explosive 
variations can yield information that can be utilized to 
fix the firing timings. 

Detonation of explosive produces stress wave and 
large volume of gases at high temperature and 
pressure and results in breakage of rock through 
different mechanisms.34–40 The stress waves produce 
fresh cracks in rock. It is believed that new crack 
formation takes place at a particular time. After 
formation of cracks, cracks expand with time due to 
high pressure gases and rock particles get detached 
from rock and are propelled to a distance. Since the 
initial cracking of the rock is difficult to measure and 
quantify, the crack expansion continues with further 
breakage of the fragments in time is demonstrated 
through this study (Fig. 6). 

Calibration with Actual Blast Fragmentation 

As mentioned earlier, the fragmentation data of 
muck pile generated was estimated by image analysis 
for all the seven blasts. The results were used to 
develop a correlation between the corrected mean 
fragment size (k50C) obtained from the dynamics of 
blast face and the actual blast fragmentation (k50B) 
measured during mucking as shown in Fig. 7.  

It is evident from Fig. 7 that a strong relationship 
exists between k50C and k50B and thus, k50C can be used 
to assess the blast fragmentation with a significant 
degree of reliability. 

Blast Design and Fragmentation 

The relationships of different blast design variables 
and their ratios, monitored from the blasts, with the 
k50C at 0.56 s, are presented in Fig. 8 (a to h). It may 
be pointed out that number of blasts presented here 
are representative for demonstration of the efficacy of 
the methods and the logical trends produced with 
different blast design variables that is in tune with the 
objective of this study. 

The k50C registers a steady increase with incrase in 
burden (Fig. 8a), and spacing (Fig. 8b) with increase 
towards the higher values, increase with increase in 
stemming (Fig. 8c). Increase in S to B ratio (Fig. 8d) 
and Hb to B ratio (Fig. 8e) show significant decrease 
in k50C. The value of S/B ratio of 1.52 gives best k50C. 
The ls to B ratio (Fig. 8f) presents mild decrease in 
k50C. The ls to Hb ratio (Fig. 8g) though shows a mild 
increase with its increase and it also presents an 
optimum trend that points to the fact that an optimum 

Fig. 6 — Size reduction as function of in-situ block size with time 

Fig. 7 — k50B of blast vs. k50Cmeasured from video frames 
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ratio of 0.3 to 0.33 yields best k50C. Specific charge 
behaves in expected manner as the k50C reduces with 
increase in q (Fig. 8h). 

In addition to the above, the impact on mean 
fragment size (k50C) due to change in firing pattern 
from ‘diagonal’ to ‘V’ type was also evaluated  
(Fig. 9 a & b).  

The correlation between ‘diagonal’ pattern shows a 
higher k50C in comparision with ‘V’ pattern (Fig. 9a) 
and the relationships show that the differentiation of 
the fragment size becomes evident after around 0.25 s 

of the start of initial fragmentation. The difference in 
intercept is a testimony to the smaller k50C obtained in 
case of ‘V’ pattern (Fig. 9b). This may primarily due 
to interfragmental collisions. This will need further 
investigations and validation through further tests in 
order to define the pure effects of change in firing 
pattern as this is further controlled by height of fall 
and velocity of the fragments. 

Out of the seven blasts reported in Table 3, four 
were conducted with ‘diagonal’ and three with  
‘V’ type firing patterns. The effective blasting burden 

 
 

Fig. 8 — (a) k50C vs burden, (b) k50C vs spacing, (c) k50C vs stemming length, (d) k50C vs spacing to burden ratio, (e) k50C vs bench height to 
burden ratio, (f) k50C vs stemming length to burden ratio, (g) k50C vs stemming length to bench height ratio, (h)  k50C vs specific charge 
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and spacing, that was actually obtained during firing 
is also shown in the Fig. 10 (a & b). The calculations 
of the effective burden and spacing in such cases is 
explained further. 

Diagonal Firing Pattern 

In case of diagonal firing pattern, the effective or 
blasting burden and spacing change with hole-to-hole 
firing of the blast round. Such condition can be 
visualized with the help of Fig. 10(a). 

A diagonal firing pattern is represented in Fig. 10 
(a) in which dotted lines in black colour denote the
actual fracture lines while dotted lines in red colour
are effective spacing (Se) and blue lines the effective
burden (Be). The Se and Be in this type of firing
pattern can be solved with the help of a parallelogram
consisting firing points 25, 50, 92 and 67 in Fig. 10
(a) illustrated with the help of Fig. 11.

The following calculations can thereby made from
the Fig. 11: 

S = Spacing by side ab or dc 
B = Burden by side od 
Se = Effective spacing by side db 
Be = Effective burden 
The area of parallelogram (abcd) is calculated by 
= ab×od 

 = S× B ... (2) 

The area of this parallelogram also equal to 
Area of triangle △ dab + △ bcd 

= ½ (Se× Be) + ½ (Se× Be) 

= Se×Be ... (3) 
By Eqs 2 & 3,  
S × B = Se × Be  ...(4) 
From △ dob,  

Se2 = B2 + (S+S/2)2 
Se = B2 + 2.25 S2 ... (5) 

Now the ratio of Se/Be can be achieved by replace 
value of Be from Eq. 4, 
Se/Be = Se2 / (B× S) 

Replace value of Se2 from Eq.5, 

Se/Be = B2 + 2.25 S2/ (B× S)  ... (6) 

With the help of Eqs 4–6 the value of effective 
burden (Be), effective spacing (Se) and their ratio 
(Se/Be) can be calculated. Such calculations have 
been used to assess the effective burden and spacing 
in different firing patterns in present case.  

Fig. 9 — (a) Variation of k50C in diagonal and ‘V’ type firing patterns, (b) Relationships of k50Cin diagonal and ‘V’ type firing patterns 

Fig. 10 — (a) Diagonal firing pattern, (b) V-type firing pattern 
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V-type Firing Pattern

The case of V-type firing pattern is similar but has
two such limbs of diagonal firing pattern as shown in 
Fig. 10(b) that can be used to calculate the blasting 
burden and spacing. From Fig. 10(b) it can be seen 
that same line of fracture achieved as with diagonal 
pattern, the result of this Se/Be ratio will be also same 
as achieved with diagonal pattern. Many of authors 
advocate that the V-type firing pattern gives better 
fragmentation size compared to diagonal firing 
pattern due to increase in effective spacing (Se) to 
effective burden (Be) ratio i.e., increased effective 
spacing (Se) and decreased effective burden Be). 
However, the similarity of fracture lines in both type 
of firing patterns is not conforming the statement. If a 
bench has two free faces, then diagonal firing pattern 
(Fig. 10a) provides two free faces for each blasthole 
and good fragmentation is achieved. However, if blast 
face is having only one free face, then V-firing pattern 
(Fig. 10b) helps to create two free faces for each of 
the blasthole resulting in good fragmentation. The 
opposite lines of blast holes collide with each other 
and induce further rock fragmentation. 

The effective spacing to effective burden ratio (mb) 
for diagonal and V-type firing patterns as illustrated 
in Fig. 10 (a & b), are same as line of fractures in both 
type of patterns are same for similar drill burden and 
spacing. Accordingly, in order to find out the pure 
effect of firing patterns on rock fragmentation all 
other variables have been kept constant in this study 
(Table 4).  

The reduction in fragmentation in the two patterns 
is from 0.325 to 0.196 cm that corresponds to around 
65% reduction in k50 in actual blast fragmentation 
(Fig. 9 a & b). The delays being constant, the 
difference is k50 can be observed from Fig. 9(a) that 
shows a differentiation in diagonal and V-type firing 
patterns particularly towards the higher time period 
(Fig. 9b). 

A good relationship between Se and Be with k50C 
can be seen in Fig. 12. Decreasing in value of Se and 
Be also decrease in value of k50C.. Since, all the 
variables of the test blasts are constant and the Be and 
Se are also similar in the both the firing patterns 
observed the role of collision of fragments in the case 
of V-type firing pattern assume importance. It is 
hence concluded that in V-type firing pattern rock 
collision takes place between holes of opposite 
direction which results in better fragmentation than 
the diagonal firing pattern. It also conforms to the 
finding41 that if the impacts of the fragments at the 
time of collision are greater than the strength of the 
fragments, then these will break on impact. 

Fig. 11 — Solution for Be and Se using a parallelogram geometric
method 

Fig. 12 — k50C vs. Effective burden Be and Effective Se 

Table 4 — Effect of firing pattern on mean fragmentation size (k50c) 

Sl.No. Blast  
ID 

Hb (m) B (m) S (m) ls (m) Firing Pattern Mb Se (m) Be (m) k50C (m) Delay 
ms/m of Se 

Delay ms/m 
of Be 

1 022 8 2.75 3.8 2.7 Diagonal 3.90 6.33 1.62 0.56 3.95 25.91 
2 029 10 3 4 2.8 Diagonal 4.02 6.71 1.67 0.58 3.73 25.16 
3 057 8 2.75 3.9 2.8 Diagonal 3.83 6.46 1.69 0.58 3.87 24.86 
4 063 8 3 4 2.8 Diagonal 4.02 6.71 1.67 0.86 3.73 25.16 
5 315 8 2.4 3.9 2.6 V-type 3.94 6.32 1.60 0.52 3.95 26.19 
6 355 8 2.5 3.8 2.7 V-type 3.78 6.22 1.65 0.45 4.02 25.48 
7 001 8 2.5 3.8 2.4 V-type 4.25 6.22 1.47 0.36 4.02 28.66 

Mb is ratio of Se to Be, Se is effective spacing, Be is effective burden 
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Also, the delays in both the patterns are similar that 
show a better fragmentation at a hole-to-hole delay of 
4 ms/s of Se and row-to-row delay of 28 ms/m of Be 
and hence provides a basis for selection of delays 
(Fig. 13 a & b). However, millisecond delay tests with 
use of electronic detonator will provide a better 
insight into the delay selection. A possible impact of 
hole to hole and row to row delay is explained in Fig. 
13 (a & b) that point to the fact that there is a decrease 
in fragment size with increase in delay. However, this 
will require further investigation. 

The surface plot using multiple linear regression of 
k50C with time and specific charge (Fig. 14) shows that 
higher interaction time with gas pressure and higher 
specific charge collectively contributed to reduction 
in fragment size. More time of interaction is seen in 
case of V-type firing pattern when compared to 
diagonal pattern. 

Assuming that initial stages of the time represent 
the in-situ block size (IBS), it can be observed from 
Fig. 14 that at lower specific charge for higher IBS, 
the reduction in fragmentation is initially steep, while 
the case is different with higher specific charge. This 
indicates that the fragmentation commences quite 
ahead and manifests on surface at a later stage. 

Comparison with Existing Methods 

A new yet innovative method to assess the blast 
fragmentation from videos of blast is introduced here. 
The data acquired and analysed is based on limited 
studies in a limestone mine. A comparison of the 
method introduced with the existing DIAT method is 
provided in Table 5. The data pertaining to time 
domain is based on experience of fragmentation 
analysis conducted by the authors. 

The Hb to B ratio (Fig. 8e) when extrapolated 
conforms to the accepted norm42 that increase in the 
ratio beyond 4 will not yield further improvements in 
fragmentation.  

The impact on mean fragment size due to change in 
firing pattern from ‘diagonal’ to ‘V’ type was also 
evaluated (Fig. 9 a & b) which revealed that ‘V’ type 
firing pattern yields finer k50C in comparison to the 
diagonal type. This may primarily be due to inter-
fragmental collisions. This will need further 
investigations and validation through further tests. 
With such analysis it is also possible to have an 
idea of obtaining better fragmentation using 
suitable delays. 

Fig. 13 — (a) k50C vs Hole-to-hole delay ms/m of Se, (b) k50C vs Row-to-row delay ms/m of Be 

Fig. 14 — Response surface of k50 with specific charge and time 
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Conclusions 
This study introduces a new and fast method to 

determine the blast induced fragmentation in mines. 
The suggested approach allows to measure the mean 
fragment sizes from blast images derived  from a 
video of the front face breakage, that in turn are 
comparable with that of complete muck of the blasts. 
Blast fragmentation can be assessed with the help of 
videos of a blast face using calibration with the 
fragmentation in actual blast muck. The reduction of 
in situ block size with time from initiation of the blast 
using images extracted from blast video with 
particular time intervals can be worked out with this 
method.  This method demonstrates the effective use 
of DIAT in such analysis. Based on the fragment sizes 
obtained, blasting parameters can be re-designed to 
obtain the optimum results. The method provides a 
means to determine the progress of fragmentation 
with time and can be utilized to design the timing of 
hole delays. It was also demonstrated that the V-type 
firing pattern yields significantly better fragmentation 
than the diagonal type. 

This method is expected to save considerable time 
and resources in blast fragmentation assessment as it 
is direct yet simple in application. This method also 
presents a possibility of estimation of in situ block 
size of the rock being blasted. The fragment sizes also 
correlate well with the blast design variables and their 
ratios and hence can be used in blast design 
evaluation. The method also helps in defining the 
timing sequence of blast holes for achieving optimum 
fragment size.  

The drawback of this method is that it provides 
rock fragmentation of only that portion of rock which 

is captured by camera. However, with the help of 
calibration factor obtained from full scale blast 
fragmentation measurement, it can give good result 
for fragmentation assessment of the blasts. A 
possibility of inherent errors due to image analysis in 
the method introduced cannot be ruled out. However, 
these errors are systemic and common to individual 
analysis and can be ignored. There is a scope to 
improve the measurements further in terms of 
validation and perfection of the method. Further 
studies can consolidate the approach for wider use 
and acceptability. 
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